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										LOCATIONS
										PROPERTY TYPE
										ROOM(S)
										SIZE sq.ft.
										LEASING TERM
									

									
										LOCATIONS

										
														Hong Kong Island
														Central and WesternEasternSouthernWanchai

													

														Kowloon
														Ho Man TinKowloon CityShum Shui PoTsim Sha Tsui

													

														New Territories
														Sai KungSha TinTai PoTsuen WanTuen Mun

													

														Outlying Islands
														Lantau IslandPeng Chau

													


									

										PROPERTY TYPE

										ApartmentHouseResortServiced Apartment

									

										ROOM(S)

										StudioOneTwoThreeFourFive or aboveDuplex

									

																				
											SIZE sq.ft.

											
												0 - 6,000+

																								

											

										

										
											MONTHLY RENTAL HK$

											
												10,000 - 200,000+

																								

											

										

									

										LEASING TERM

										
											Short termLess than a year
											Long termMore than a year
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OVERVIEW

Sino Residential Leasing has established a reputation that is synonymous with

offering homes of superb design in Hong Kong’s sought-after addresses.

Whether you want to embrace resort lifestyle by the water in the New Territories,

seek out chic residences amid urban buzz in Kowloon,

immerse in splendour on the Mid-Levels or nestle in the natural beauty of Island South,

we have something that you can proudly call home.
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SINO RESIDENTIAL LEASING

Our comprehensive portfolio encompasses a full spectrum of properties, from magnificent villas by the sea to duplexes near excellent schools and serviced apartments in the heart of the Central Business District.  Wherever you choose, comforts of home and attentive services are assured.
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SINO SUITES

These exquisite residences truly epitomise discerning cosmopolitan living. Thoughtfully conceived and beautifully presented, our suites are conveniently located in the heart of Hong Kong’s most vibrant districts. Depending on your needs, you can choose from a range of partially furnished, fully furnished and serviced suites, all with excellent service, modern amenities and convenient transport links.




	
SINO SUITES

These exquisite residences truly epitomise discerning cosmopolitan living. Thoughtfully conceived and

beautifully presented, our suites are conveniently

located in the heart of Hong Kong’s most vibrant 
districts. Depending on your needs, you can choose 
from a range of partially furnished, fully furnished 
and serviced suites, all with excellent service, 
modern amenities and convenient transport links.
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HONG KONG GOLD COAST RESIDENCES

Located in the sought-after Castle Peak Bay area, Hong Kong Gold Coast Residences will let you savour the quintessential Gold Coast resort lifestyle. Each spacious apartment offers breath-taking panoramic views. Stroll through a beautifully landscaped garden, take a dip in one of Hong Kong’s largest outdoor free-form pools, or get sporty in the great outdoors at nearby Golden Beach and Tai Lam Country Park. Prime location adjacent to Shenzhen Bay Bridge, Tuen Mun-Chek Lap Kok Link and Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge, facilities seamless access to the Greater Bay Area and overseas.




 

	
HONG KONG GOLD COAST RESIDENCES

Located in the sought-after Castle Peak Bay area,

Hong Kong Gold Coast Residences will let you

savour the quintessential Gold Coast resort

lifestyle. Each spacious apartment offers

breath-taking panoramic views. Stroll through a

beautifully landscaped garden, take a dip in one of

Hong Kong’s largest outdoor free-form pools, or

get sporty in the great outdoors at nearby

Golden Beach and Tai Lam Country Park.
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